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a b s t r a c t

This work presents a control strategy for controlling the methanol reformer temperature of

a 350 W high temperature polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell system, by using

a cascade control structure for reliable system operation. The primary states affecting the

methanol catalyst bed temperature is the water and methanol mixture fuel flow and the

burner fuel/air ratio and combined flow. An experimental setup is presented capable of

testing the methanol reformer used in the Serenergy H3 350 Mobile Battery Charger; a high

temperature polymer electrolyte membrane (HTPEM) fuel cell system. The experimental

system consists of a fuel evaporator utilizing the high temperature waste gas from the

cathode air cooled 45 cell HTPEM fuel cell stack. The fuel cells used are BASF P1000 MEAs

which use phosphoric acid doped polybenzimidazole membranes. The resulting reformate

gas output of the reformer system is shown at different reformer temperatures and fuel

flows, using the implemented reformer control strategy. The gas quality of the output

reformate gas is of HTPEM grade quality, and sufficient for supporting efficient and reliable

HTPEM fuel cell operation with CO concentrations of around 1% at the nominal reformer

operating temperatures. As expected increasing temperatures also increase the dry gas CO

content of the reformate gas and decreases the methanol slip. The hydrogen content of the

gas was measured at around 73% with 25% CO2.

Copyright ª 2012, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.

1. Introduction

High temperature PEM fuel cells normally operate at

160e180 �C, which is too high a temperature to support the use

of Nafion-based membranes, that are dependent on the

presence of liquid water for proton conduction. A typical

polymer used in HTPEM fuel cells is polybenzimidazole (PBI),

doped with phosphoric acid to facilitate proton conduction.

Some challenges are involved with operation at these high

temperatures, including increased degradation and corrosion

mechanisms [1e5], higher requirements for the materials and

components used and longer system start-up times [6,7]. The

increased operating temperatures of these fuel cells, have the

advantages of reducing the challenges involved with water

management within the fuel cells and systems, less complex

systems and cooling requirements due to the increased

temperatures [8e11], and significant improvements toward

the tolerances of CO in the anode gas. Using hydrogen con-

taining CO, decreases the steady-state as well as dynamic

electrical performance of the fuel cell, but stable operation is

still possible with concentrations up to 3% [12]. The robust-

ness of the HTPEM fuel cell, and the increased tolerance to CO
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also enables the use of reformer systems with less hydrogen

cleaning steps and requirements for hydrogen purity reducing

the complexity of the reformer systems. The advantages of

using reformers are the capabilities of using non-hydrogen

fuels with already established and wide spread production

facilities and with good potential for being derived from

biomass or other renewable sources. Using liquid fuels such as

methanol also removes the high volume demands of

compressed hydrogen storages, reduces refueling time, and

enables the use of existing fuel distribution systems. Different

studies exist showing the advantages of using methanol

reformer systems [13e15] and the work presented in the

following deals with the specific control of a methanol

reformer as part of a HTPEM fuel cell system.

HTPEM fuel cell systems are usable both as pure fuel cell

systems in many applications, but also in hybrid electrical

systems as auxiliary power supplies, uninterruptible power

supply, and range extenders for electrical vehicles. The

Serenergy H3 350 is a mobile battery charger capable of

supplying controlled off-grid power, typically for charging

24 V lead acid battery packs. Using fuel cells in combination

with batteries offers advantageous electrical systems where

increased energy demand is required. A picture of the module

is shown in Fig. 1.

Proper control of the reformer temperature during

different state changes in temperature and fuel flow is critical

when analyzing the performance of the reformer system.

With a properly controlled system, much knowledge can be

gained about both steady-state performance as well as the

dynamic capabilities of the reformer system. These initial

experiments of the system primarily concern measurements

conducted without the presence of the fuel cell, which is

instead replaced by hardware emulating fuel cell perfor-

mance, such that reformer performance can be evaluated

isolated from the operating conditions of the fuel cell stack.

The initial experiments of the isolated methanol reformer

system, are conducted in order to test and verify the proposed

control strategy for the burner and reformer temperature, and

in order to enable experimental characterization of important

system states, such as CO, methanol slip and the transient

capabilities of the system. Detailed knowledge of these

different system features are important in order to avoid

various critical system events that potentially can reduce

system lifetime.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental system examined is shown in Fig. 2. In this

setup, the reformer and evaporator have been removed from

the integrated system, and an air pre-heater connected with

a Bürkert 8711 mass flow controlled air system is able to

replace the hot cathode exhaust air from the cathode air

cooled stack. Heating of the incoming air is done by using

a 3.3 kW LHS Systeme Type 20L14.5 Awhich is able to preheat

the incoming air.

A methanol and water mixture with a steam-to-carbon

(SC) ratio of 1.5 is pumped using a ESX 40E membrane pump

through the evaporator, where it is heated, evaporated and

superheated. Afterward the gaseous flow enters themethanol

reformer where it is converted into hydrogen rich gas, also

containing traces of CO, CO2, water and residual methanol

depending on the temperature and space velocity. Both

reformer and evaporator are equipped with electrical heating

elements for system start-up and heat during operation is

supplied by adding hydrogen and air from two separate Bür-

kert 8626 mass flow controllers.

The reforming process is dominated by the following

chemical reactions:

CH3OH42H2 þ COð90:7 kJ=molÞ

CH3OHþH2O43H2 þ CO2ð49:5 kJ=molÞ

COþH2O4H2 þ CO2ð�41 kj=molÞ
In order to evaluate the performance of the reformer, a set

of Siemens Gas Analyzing modules: Fidamat, Ultramat, Calo-

mat units are used.

The data acquisition, controller implementation and

interface between the different system components is carried

out using a National Instruments based Compact RIO 9012

system, with various I/O modules, which handles all start-up,

operation and shutdown procedures. An automation routine

has been implemented for varying the different temperatures

and flows used in each experiment, and this system also

monitors and ensures that proper measures are taken in case

of critical system states. The evaporator and reformer used in

the work presented here are from version 1.65 of the

Serenergy H3-350.

2.1. Measurement sequence

To examine the different effects that varying temperature,

current and gas concentrations have on the output gas

Fig. 1 e The Serenus H3-350 mobile battery charger by

Serenergy. A 350 W integrated HTPEM fuel cell system

fueled by a methanol reformer.
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concentrations from the system, a series of different

measurements are conducted. The states, which are varied in

the measurements presented in this work, are the following:

� Reformer operating temperature, 240e300 �C in positive

steps of 20 �C
� Fuel pump flow, 200e400 mL/h in positive steps of 100 mL/h

Changing these different desired operating points, will give

a detailed view of the methanol reformer performance in

different steady-state operating points, but also enable a test

of the controller performance of the implemented methanol

temperature cascade control.

3. Reformer temperature control

The control of the reformer temperature is carried out using

the strategy shown in Fig. 3, where a block diagram of the

control structure is depicted.

Two negative feedback control loops are used, a fast inner

loop controlling the burner temperature TBurner, and an outer

slow loop that controls the reformer temperature TReformer.

The burner temperature is controlled by manipulating the

volume air flow to the burner _qair;burner. Under all the shown

experiments, the burner hydrogen flow _qH2 ;burner
is set at

a fixed value of 4.5 L/min, and the air-to-hydrogen ratio is

limited to a minimum value of 8 in order to avoid possible

flashback, and critically high temperatures in the reformer. In

this way, the burner is effectively controlled by adjusting the

burner temperature according to the changing conditions of

the reformation process due to either changing reformer set

point temperature TSetpoint, Reformer or changes in the meth-

anol/water fuel flow _qFuel. In the cases shown here both CBurner

and CReformer are using simple PI control algorithms with anti-

windup.

The primary control parameters used during these

measurements are shown in Table 1.

4. Experimental results

The reformer system experiments and verification of the

controller strategy is carried out using an automated test

sequence where, in this case, reformer temperatures and fuel

flows are varied over a range of possible operating conditions.

For each operating point, when the system states have been

within the desired values for a specified number of minutes,

the operating conditions are changed, and the controller

behavior and output gas concentrations can be examined.

4.1. System flows

During the course of the measurement sequence, the input

flows to the system are presented in Fig. 4.
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MFC Evaporator

Air
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PumpFuel 
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Burner oxidant

H2 Burner fuel
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Fuel Cell Stack
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T TT
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T
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Fig. 2 e Schematic of the system setup including the primary components and connections.

Fig. 3 e Block diagram of the chosen cascade control strategy of the reformer and burner temperature.
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In this study, the fuel cell stack, and the dynamics of the

fuel cell stack is not under consideration, for these reasons,

the emulated cathode air flow from the fuel cell air exhaust

over the evaporator, is constantly set to 120 L/min. In

a running system with a fuel cell stack, this airflow, and

temperature will also be a critical parameter and additional

variable that needs to be taken into consideration. The airflow

of an air cooled stack can be controlled in different ways

depending on whether it has separate air cooling channels, or

uses increased cathode stoichiometries as cooling [6,11,16]. In

the full H3 350 system with the included fuel cell stack, the

hydrogen supplied to the burner will be the anode exhaust of

the fuel cell, which means that this flow is directly linked to

the reformer performance, evaporator efficiency, anode

stoichiometry and current load on the fuel cell stack. The

constant value of 4.5 L/min is chosen in order to ensure the

reformer reaching high temperatures even at the highest fuel

flows. An optimization of this burner hydrogen flow is

possible for future studies, ensuring maximum efficiency. In

Fig. 4 it is seen that during the experiments the flow goes

through a repeating sequence, where it steps through the

desired flows of 200, 300 and 400 mL/h. Lower flows are

possible, but the chosen measurement set is within the

sampling range of the gas analysis equipment and adequate

for this study that focus on verifying the functionality of the

reformer temperature control strategy. The shown input flows

also include the burner air flow, i.e. the flow manipulated in

order to control the burner and reformer temperature. The

distinct downward spikes in the air flow is the combined

response of the controllers to the step changes in

temperature.

4.2. System temperatures

In Fig. 5 the system temperatures during the measurement

sequence are seen; most importantly in this study, the
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Fig. 4 e Graph of the different system input flows during experimental study using the measurement sequence described.

Table 1eMain control parameters of burner and reformer
temperature controllers.

Control parameters CBurner CReformer

Proportional gain KP �2 L/min/�C 6 [e]

Integral time Ti 12 s 480 s
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reformer temperature is seen as steady step wise changes,

were within each temperature, different pump flows are used

without severe over- or undershoots in the reformer

temperature.

The burner temperature shows a more dramatic behavior

due to the faster controller action, and themore rapid changes

in this inner control loop. The small controller responses

experienced during changes in pump flow aremore visible but

within acceptable limits. The burner exhaust temperature,

which is measured near the outlet of the burner, is seen as

steady with a tendency of a slight decrease at the highest

pump flows used under each measured reformer tempera-

ture. This decrease during high pumpflows can be removed by

extending the controllability of the burner, which would be

required for the full system, and not runwith a fixed hydrogen

flow as done in this study. The reason for the much lower

temperature of the out coming reformate gas, is the circula-

tion of the hot combusted burner flow through various heat

exchange areas in the reformer for increased heat transfer to

the catalyst bed.

The constant fuel cell anode exit temperature is, as

mentioned above, emulated by a mass flow controller and

a controlled heater. The fixed temperature of 170 �C matches

the expected average fuel cell stack exhaust temperature of

the real system.

As seen in Fig. 5, the reformate output temperature shows

amore unstable behavior, and increases in temperature when

pump flow increases. The temperature increases are

synchronous with the pump flow, and is mainly due to the

increased heat transfer, because additional burner heat also is

introduced by the control loop, by decreasing the air flow to

the burner. Also the unstable behavior of the measured

temperatures could be due to the placement of the tempera-

ture sensor, which is placed slightly outside in the exit pipe of

the reformer near the gas analyzer and exhaust pipe interface.

The unstable behavior is due to the presence of water and

methanol droplets depositing on the thermocouple placed in

uninsulated pipes.

The evaporator temperature shows slightly dropping

temperatures with increasing pump flows, due to the fact that

constant heat is supplied to the evaporator, an amount of heat

that matches and ensures satisfactory heating and evapora-

tion of the fuel flow, during the different flow changes in the

measurement sequence. Further analysis should be made on

Fig. 5 e Graph of the different system temperatures during use of the described measurement sequence.
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proper evaporator control in the full system, where the heat

supplied, and the equilibrium of the liquid and steam phase

within the evaporator greatly depends on the fuel cell stack

performance.

4.3. Reformer output concentrations

Fig. 6 shows a plot of the measured reformer output concen-

trations, the hydrogen content during all operating conditions

being a value of 70.1e73.6% during all of the measured pump

flows and temperatures. The concentrations of CO2 are in

a similar way only visible as small changes due to the rela-

tively small changes in CO concentrations as shown in Table 2

at around 25% during all measurements.

The most dramatic and important changes in gas

concentrations are of course CO and methanol concentra-

tions. In Fig. 2 the raw data from the analyzer is plotted,

showing increasing CO content when increasing the reformer

temperature, and decreasing methanol content during the

increase of reformer temperatures. As expected, increasing

pump flows also yields higher CO content and lowermethanol

concentrations due to the kinetics of the used catalyst. Table 2

summarizes the averaged measured results at each of the

three flows used for every reformer set point temperature.

4.4. Discussion

A closer view of the temperature behavior during the

temperature steps from 260 �C to 280 �C, and from 280 �C to

300 �C can be seen in Fig. 7. This more detailed view also

contains information of the set points for each of the

controllers, such that controller performance can be evalu-

ated both during reformer temperature changes and positive

steps in the fuel flow. During normal operation, the reformer

set point temperature will usually be fixed, and the controller

operation will require the controller to primarily be robust

against changes in the fuel flow.

As seen the reformer controller quickly changes the burner

set point during temperature steps. The reformer temperature

settling time is approximately 5 min in the different transi-

tions. During these transitions, the burner set point temper-

ature is increased in order to initiate an additional transfer of

heat to the catalyst bed. A saturation limit of 400 �C is added in

the burner controller anti-windup, in order to avoid unwanted

high temperatures in the burner, that potentially could lead to

severe damage to the burner. The changes in fuel flow also

show small increases in burner set point temperature due to

the resulting fall in reformer temperature occurring under

these positive steps in fuel flows. Using the before mentioned
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Fig. 6 e Graph of the different system output gas concentrations during measured sequence.
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control parameters, the maximum changes in reformer

temperature measured during flow changes is around 5 �C,
which is usually found during steps to the highest flows. It

should be noted that further quantification of the effects of

even small temperature changes during transients should be

examined in order to properly determine specific demands for

controller performance. According to Table 2 even small

changes in reformer temperature can have a significant

impact on the well-known reduced performance effects of

increased CO concentrations in the hydrogen gas. During

positive steps in the fuel flow, the reformer temperature will

experience a slight decrease before reaching the desired set

point temperature, negative fuel flow steps will have an

opposite effect, i.e. increased temperatures and hereby CO

concentrations. Analyzing the dynamics of these effects will

increase the understanding of how these systems are

controlled properly.

When expanding the system analysis to also include the

fuel cell stack, and components, the complexity of the system,

and the control of it, becomes more complex, also increasing

the importance of characterizing at which minimum fuel cell

current the stack is generating enough heat retain its capa-

bilities of evaporating the water/methanol mixture for stable

system performance. Further challenges exist in determining

the prediction and proper choice of anode stoichiometry to

ensure that no unnecessary combustion of hydrogen takes

place and that the fuel cell stack avoids the degrading effects

of anode starvation. When using the presented burner control

Fig. 7 e Detailed view of system burner and reformer temperature during temperature and flow transitions.

Table 2 e Summary of the averaged gas concentrations during at the different flows and temperature of the experiments.

_qfuel½mL=h� H2 CO2 CO CH3OH

All flows All flows 200 300 400 200 300 400

Treformer 240 �C z70.1% z24.4% 0.172% 0.142% 0.111% 3.178% 3.64% 5.08%

260 �C z71.6% z24.8% 0.365% 0.311% 0.251% 1.25% 1.66% 2.78%

280 �C z73.2% z24.9% 0.710% 0.640% 0.541% 0.435% 0.533% 0.998%

300 �C z73.6% z24.8% 1.16% 1.11% 0.811% 0.131% 0.142% 0.791%

i n t e rn a t i o n a l j o u r n a l o f h y d r o g e n en e r g y 3 8 ( 2 0 1 3 ) 1 6 7 6e1 6 8 41682
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strategy, the burner controllers reaction to high hydrogen

flows, would be to increase the burner air flow, in order to

avoid high temperatures, removing excess heat. The best way

of avoiding this is by properly ensuring that the fuel pump

flow is properly matched to the hydrogen demand of the fuel

cell stack, which requires complex insight into the states of

many different parts of the fuel cell system.

5. Conclusions

Fuel cell systems are advanced electrochemical devices, that

efficiently convert the chemical energy available in a gas or

liquid into electricity and heat. High temperature PEM fuel

cells offermany advantages when it comes to using liquid fuel

alternatives to hydrogen. The reformer system topologies

possible when using HTPEM fuel cells are of simpler design

than similar reformer systems for Nafion-based low temper-

ature PEM fuel cells due to the increased tolerance of for

example CO. Even though system configurations are simpler,

they still behave highly non-linear, andmore work is required

in order to design adaptive control systems that ensure effi-

cient and reliable performance.

This work has shown the development of a cascade control

strategy for a high temperature PEM fuel cell system fueled by

methanol via steam reforming. An experimental setup has

been developed and presented for testing a methanol

reformer unit capable of supporting the production of 350 W

of electrical power to a high temperature PEM fuel cell stack. A

series of tests were conducted on themethanol reformer used

in the Serenergy H3-350 (version 1.65) mobile battery charger,

where the effects of changing space velocities and burner/

reformer temperatures were examined. The gas quality of the

output reformate gas is of HTPEM grade quality, and sufficient

for supporting efficient and reliable HTPEM fuel cell operation

with CO concentrations of around 1% at the nominal reformer

operating temperatures. As expected increasing temperatures

also increase the CO content of the reformate gas and

decreases the methanol slip. The hydrogen content of the gas

was measured at around 73% with 25% CO2.

The proposed cascade control structurewas developed and

implemented in order to control the reformer temperature. An

inner control loop ensuring proper and safe control of the

burner air/fuel mixing and temperature was implemented,

and an outer loop controlling the final reformer temperature

was used to vary the burner temperature to obtain the desired

reference reformer temperature. The controller was tested

successfully during both changes in reformer set point

temperature, and step changes in the fuel flow showing safe

and reliable performance.

6. Future work

The work presented has demonstrated a detailed experi-

mental study of the methanol reformer used in the Serenergy

H3-350 mobile battery charger, enabling further studies of

efficient control and modeling of the transient capabilities of

such systems. Futureworkwill include the addition of the fuel

cell stack to system tests, and the inclusion of the increased

complexity on system control capabilities of such systems.

Also further work is needed in order to fully characterize the

different time constants present in such systems for properly

determining the limitations on load current changing capa-

bilities [A/s], i.e. the allowable rate at which the fuel cell

current can be ramped up or down in order to avoid critically

high burner/reformer temperatures and anode starvation.

Furthermore an optimization of system efficiency by mini-

mizing the fuel cell anode stoichiometry and hereby the

burner hydrogen flow could prove important in order to

ensure high system efficiency. Additional considerations

could also further describe proper control strategies for

choosing minimum system power outputs, which could have

significant impact on the choice of battery charging strategy

for hybrid fuel cell/battery applications.

Most importantly the prediction of the critical internal

states of these systems should be in focus, enabling the use of

observers or other means of model based controllers to

robustly control these systems through a broad range of

operating conditions and during their entire lifetime.
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